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In this semester I have learned many new things about myself as a reader
and writer. I have gained more quality knowledge on how to become a good reader and
writer. As a writer I have learned how to form structure in my sentences, fixed my
grammar and learned how to write in MLA style. In high school, I struggled to write
research papers, references, bibliography and much more. This class has taught me
how to write quality papers, such as the research paper that we wrote for our project. In
a research paper I had to find scholarly articles that related to my topic and have them
agree or disagree with my thesis.  Moreover, I learned how to write page numbers and
provide a title for my writing assignments. I have improved much more than I think
because in high school I would get average scores for my writing assignment whereas,
in college I am getting good feedback on my writing assignments. I gained much
knowledge from before and would be delighted to enhance my work even more. As for
my grammar, it has become much better than before. I always struggled to stay on topic,
however, this class and the professor taught me to stay on topic and improve my
paragraphs. As a reader I have learned how to read articles, highlight important
information and read abstracts. I noticed that scholarly articles were hard to read,
however I understand that scholarly articles have an abstract which summarizes the
information written in the article overall.

As a reader and writer I have developed many new skills this semester. For
instance I learned new writing skills such as creating a powerpoint on my own. I have
always done group work when it came to creating powerpoints, but I decided to do the
multimodal project which required powerpoint. I created the powerpoint all on my own,
which was very interesting because I played around with the background, added slides
and imported pictures. Also it's very beneficial for me to learn how to work on powerpoint
because in the future I will know what to do. Moreover, I have changed as a writer
because I have gained more skills and learned how to write in MLA style. For instance I
learned how to structure my paragraphs, indent my starting sentence and much more.

In this class I have learned many new things that I can transfer to other
writing tasks and assignments in the future. For instance I learned how to write research
papers and provide sources for my research paper. This will be very beneficial to me in
college because I plan on majoring in psychology, and will have to write many papers in
the future. In psychology you need to do your research, make observations, use
statistics and much more. This English class gave me a head start for my psychology
degree because it taught me how to write quality research papers, find scholarly articles
and write references. Moreover, the information that I was taught in this class is useful
for my future because English is used in psychology research. For instance when I
become a caseworker, I will have to write about my patients and their analysis. During
that time, I will know what to write about and how to write because of this class. This
English class provides basic knowledge that everyone needs to know about. In general



english will help you long term because every class requires to have proper grammar
and no run on sentences


